ZBMD
HYDRATION WEEK SERIES
A SNEAK PEEK INTO THE INTRINSIC HEALTH SERIES
+ BIOLOGY BASECAMP
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true
hydration

Hydration is not
just simply about
drinking enough
water it’s about
getting water
inside your cells.

About two-thirds of your body

With age, your body tends to

is composed of water, and a

lose its ability to get water

majority of that water — about

from the bloodstream into the

66 to 70 percent — is within

extracellular environment, to

your cells and lymph system.

the inside of your cells.

If we could stay perfectly hydrated
in the intracellular environment,
our aging would slow down if not reverse.
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If your pee is clear,
then you’re hydrated.
FALSE.
Hydration is not about water in

misconception
of hydration

your bloodstream or the urine;

Peeing clear simply means that

The microbiome
(bacteria, fungi
and the like)
coordinate
the production,
support, and
repair of these
critical barriers.

the water you drink has passed
from gut to your bloodstream
and out your kidneys before
ever getting inside your cells,
so having clear urine is not the
same as hydration.
What you want to see is a yellow
tint and good volume. To get
cells to take water in from your
bloodstream healthy boundaries
have to be created at the gut,
the capillaries, and each cell
membrane.

it’s about water inside the cells
of your body.

It all starts
in the gut.
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antibiotics &
dehydration

We have created a new epoch of
biology on planet earth that we
could call the ‘Antibiotica’.
The amount of antibiotic that
we are exposed to through our
food and health care systems is
staggering.

For example, 4 billion
pounds a year of
Roundup/glyphosate
into our food and water
systems , now contaminating

As our natural barriers begin

our air and rainfall, and 833

to accelerated damage from

prescriptions of antibiotics for

the ubiquitous toxins in our air,

every 1,000 persons in the US

water, and food systems.

to leak, our mitochondria (our
inside the cell microbiome that
metabolizes sugar and fat into
the only fuel the human cell can
use ATP) become vulnerable

every year.
And the destruction of the
microbiome is causing
epigenetic consequences in our
biology which compound with
each subsequent generation.
Furthermore, the loss of the
microbiome destroys the support
and repair communication
system.

As the mitochondrial
population and
production potential
drops, our electrical
capacity to draw water
inside the cell is lost and
we become dehydrated.
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emf &
dehydration

In a dehydrated state,
toxins accumulate.
How?
A lack of electrical energy flow.

Why?
Lack of this flow leads to
mitochondrial damage and
decreased energy production
for healing and vitality at the

In parallel with this widespread
state of biologic vulnerability,
we have developed massive
electromagnetic and microwave
radiation exposure through our
wireless technologies.

cell level.
Simultaneously, the loss of the
microbiome leads to vulnerable
network cables between
your cells, leaving cells more
isolated and nutrient depletion.

The development of the 5G global network and Bluetooth/WIFI Connectivity
via drones and satellites is being justified by the need for the Internet of
Everything to help our advertising megaton companies (Google, Facebook, and
Amazon in particular) continue to grow faster through monetization of their
ever increasing big data collection of every detail of our daily lives.
When you add in exposure to wireless technologies that output high amounts
of electrical resonance, your already disconnected cells become prone to
resonating to the wrong frequency.
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The

apocalypse

implications

for

human

dehydration, cellular isolation,
and energy depletion, coupled
biologic

EMF

external,
exposure

nonare

difficult to imagine.
The

epigenetic

ramifications

alone are enough to foresee the
end of our species, but couple
that with dropping sperm counts
(52%-57% drop in sperm counts
in Western societies in just the
last 40 years resulting in 1:3
males with infertility), chronic
illness burden of 52% in our
children today.

is

rapidly

bomb, but our destruction and

within this perfect storm of

constant

that

human

result of an asteroid, or a nuclear

health in the coming decades

with

predicted

approaching now is not the

misconception
of hydration
The

long

disconnect from the very fabric
of biology – water.

Balance or
exceed your
interaction
with technology
with time
in nature.
Get barefoot…
or, even better,
get naked
in nature.
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hydration,
inflammation
& aging

Water is the most under
recognized antioxidant system.
Chronic inflammation is the
accumulation of oxidative
compounds within our immune
system, bloodstream and,
ultimately, within our cells.

Hydration is directly tied to inflammatory processes.
This insidious process of chronic inflammation is largely the result of a
lack of hydrogen (H2) in that is delivered both by the microbiome in our gut,
and by water in its high vibration state as it transits highly charged cell and
mitochondrial membranes.

Dehydration affects every signaling system in your body.

Beyond the cleansing antioxidant aspect actual fuel production at the
mitochondrial level is affected, and in turn we lose the redox oxygen/hydrogen
mitochondrial metabolites that serve as another reservoir of antioxidant
potential inside our cells.

If we could stay perfectly hydrated
Without water, we literally starve at the cellular level. No fuel for growth,
in
the intracellular environment,
maintenance, or repair. We decay. We normalize that with the description and
experience
of aging.
What ifslow
we simply
never were
taughtreverse.
to hydrate correctly,
our
aging
would
down
if not
and we as a species have been on an ever increasing trend of dehydration for
centuries.
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Proper hydration
is not simply
infusing your
body with water.

how to
hydrate
More
getting

specifically,
living

it’s

water

about
that

To do that, you need to improve

is

the electrical charges across your

supported by electrolytes and

cellular membranes and consume

natural fiber passaged into each

water that has been optimized

of your extraordinary 50 trillion

by nature’s marvelous quantum

or more human cells.

systems of the planets geology,
microbiome, and plant kingdoms.

Here are the top ways to stay hydrated
at a cellular level...
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how to
hydrate

Get your
electrolytes
through the skin –
play and bathe
in ocean and
freshwater lakes
and rivers when
ever adventure
presents itself

Add a pinch of grey
or pink sea salt to
your filtered water

Keep healthy fats
in your diet: nuts,
seeds, olives,
avocado, coconut,
and beyond

Breathe your
biome - get
barefoot out in
the wilderness,
breathe in diverse
ecosystems, etc.
Local alternative
may include
magnesium float
tanks, or at the
very least epsom
salt baths
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how to
hydrate

Eat your water –
cucumber, celery,
watermelon, and
high fiber fruits

Short burst
anaerobic
exercise daily

Drink unfiltered water
from a local spring
whenever possible

Balance EMF
exposure with
direct connection
to nature through
your skin

Less direct
exposure to
technology –
use EMF
blocking
materials
between your
cell phone and
your body,
turn off wifi
at night, etc.
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If you enjoyed
this, you
will love the
immersive
experience
of Biology
Basecamp,
now open for
registration.

biology basecamp includes:
• 4 two-hour online trainings with me
• 4 (quarterly) live Q & A sessions with me
• 8 one-on-one Intrinsic Health Coaching Sessions

This is a
unique
opportunity
to learn life
practices that
will forever
serve and
benefit your
wellbeing.

• In-depth FAQs
• Weekly Support Materials
• Community support via closed Facebook group access
• ION*Biome supplement bundle*

reserve your spot today

*Including: one 32oz bottle (two-month supply) and a convenience pump, one
3oz travel bottle, and one sinus spray *bundle is offered to US participants only

